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The Cloister

is regarded by many as Addison Mizner's masterpiece. It rises from the shore of Lake Boca Raton to house the ultimate in modern hotel luxury.
The Loggia

an impressive feature, has commanded the wondering admiration of art critics who have traveled even from Europe to view the Ritz-Carlton Cloister.
Officers

built these homes north of Palmetto Road and west of El Rio Canal. The privilege of living in such an ideal location may well be valued highly.
Spanish Art

in Boca Raton homes adds a special charm to these dwellings in a land of tropical beauty where the softness of the South makes life easy.
Camino Real

is one of the
crowing glories
of Boca Ra-
ton. It is wide
enough east of
the Dixie High-
way to accom-
modate twenty-
two lines of
moving traffic.
Golf Courses at Boca Raton, where weather permits all-year play. Donald Ross built the Cloister Course, Wm. S. Flynn, the Ritz-Carlton Course. Each eighteen holes.
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PERSPECTIVE OF THE DEVELOPMENT
Administration

of all branches of the Mizner Development Corporation's activities is centered in this splendid building at the corner of the Dixie and Camino Real.
The Patio of the Administration Building has given many visitors their first contact with the exotic beauties of the semi-tropics and Old World architecture.
The Beach

stretches its golden sands for more than two miles; the warm waters of the Gulf Stream, three miles out, keep the surf always at inviting temperature.
The Inlet has been a favorite rendezvous of anglers for fifty years. Tarpon, king, tuna, sail, bonita, blue and other Florida game fish are caught in satisfying quantity.
Marine Garden

in the center of Camino Real has attracted attention from city planners in many states. It is indicative of the beauty which is being built into Boca Raton.
King's Highway is a magnificent boulevard paralleling the Dixie. It will form a link in the new State Highway and assume much of the burden of traffic.
Apartments

are already occupied in Boca Raton and a need for more is evidenced. The private investment of builders signifies the stability of the Mizner Development.
Houseboats

find ideal anchorage in the waters of Lake Boca Raton. This part of the Inland Waterway is a favorite anchorage for yachts making the coastwise cruise.